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Abstract

Object place recognition is a prominent method used to investigate spatial memory in

rodents. This object place recognition memory forms the basis of the object location

task. This paper provides an extensive protocol to guide the establishment of an object

location task with the option of up to four repetitions using the same cohort of rats. Both

weak and strong encoding protocols can be used to study short- and long-term spatial

memories of varying strength and to enable the implementation of relevant memory-

inhibiting or -enhancing manipulations. In addition, repetition of the test with the

counterbalancing presented here allows the combination of results from two or more

tests for within-subject comparison to reduce variability between rats. This method

helps to increase statistical power and is strongly recommended, particularly when

running experiments that produce high variation in individual behavior. This directly

refines the study by increasing the data obtained from each animal and reducing

the overall number of animals needed. Finally, implementation of the repeated object

location task increases the efficiency of studies that involve surgical procedures by

saving time and labor.

Introduction

Spontaneous recognition tasks (e.g., object recognition,

object place recognition) have been utilized to a great extent

in the investigation of memory in rodents. These tests are

unlike the variety of tests used for assessing memory that

are based on either fear conditioning or reward motivation,

in that spontaneous recognition tasks are based solely on

spontaneous exploratory behavior towards new stimuli. This

behavior, referred to as 'neotic preference'1 , is inherent

in rodents as well as in other mammalian species and

some non-mammalians such as birds and fish2 . Object

place recognition, which depends on spatial memory, can be

observed using the object location task (also known as spatial

object recognition task)3 . Lesion studies have shown that

object place recognition requires an intact hippocampus4,5 .
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Because of the relatively simple training protocol and the

absence of any reinforcement, this task is preferable in

many studies. The absence of both positive and negative

reinforcement minimizes the additional parameters and brain

regions that might drive the behavior. Hence, behavior here

is neutral and is based on curiosity and spatial memory,

allowing the investigation of mechanisms that are involved in

encoding, consolidation, and retrieval of the spatial memory.

The protocol for object location task typically consists of

habituation sessions followed by a single session of encoding

and test trials, separated by a delay period, which varies from

several minutes to hours. It is strongly recommended that

rats are handled beforehand to minimize the stress level of

the animals, and hence, behavior that could affect recognition

memory, such as aversion towards novelty. Similarly, a

well-designed habituation protocol plays an essential role

in preventing stress that might hinder the natural behavior

of the rat during the task. However, the extent of handling

and habituation varies largely between laboratories and

experimenters, which may contribute to low replicability6,7 ,8 .

In the encoding trial, the rat is given time to explore an

arena with two identical objects located in two designated

corners. In the test trial, which is delayed by a period, the

rat is given time to explore the arena with the same pair

of objects, but this time one of them has been moved to a

novel location. The spontaneous preference exhibited by the

rats and the resulting increase in time spent exploring the

object at the novel location are indicative of spatial recognition

and the memory of the object locations3 . Modification of the

encoding trial (duration and number of repetitions) influences

the strength of the memory.

Depending on the aim of the study, the length of the delay

between encoding and test trials can be modified to model

protein-synthesis-independent short-term memory or protein-

synthesis-dependent long-term memory. Hence, the object

location task can be used for a wide variety of studies by

adapting the protocol as needed. Further, implementation of

experimental manipulations, such as pharmacological and

optogenetic interventions, are also possible between these

trials, as is in vivo imaging. There are several studies9,10  that

report repeated iterations of the object location task within the

same rat cohort. This contrasts the traditional use in which

one animal has one session with no repetitions. However,

the effectiveness of these paradigms has not been thoroughly

investigated, nor are there any method papers describing

these. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported

description of a protocol that describes in detail an object

location task with up to four repetitions using the same rat

cohort, which also systematically compares the results from

each repetition. Repetitions can be used to counterbalance

experimental conditions to allow within-subject comparison

with reduced variability between tests. The reliable repetition

of the task allows data to be pooled, meaning that sufficiently

large amount of data can be generated using a relatively small

number of rats. Finally, repetitions using the same rat can

be beneficial in experiments involving surgical operations and

implantations by lowering the number of rats required that,

consequently, saves time and labor costs.

This study presents an extensive protocol detailing how to

perform an object location task in adult rats using strong

and weak encoding trials followed by test trials with 1-h

and 24-h delays. The strong encoding protocol produces

statistically significant recognition memory when tested with

1-h and 24-h delays and can thus be used to study both

short-term and long-term memories upon implementation of

manipulations to inhibit these memories11 . In contrast, the

weak encoding protocol only produces significant short-term
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memory when tested with a 1-h delay. The absence of

long-term memory can be used to study manipulations for

enhancing the retention of memory11,12 . This protocol also

includes detailed handling and habituation sessions, which

aim to increase the replicability of the object location task.

This paper also demonstrates repetition of the task in four

distinct contexts with the same cohort of rats using the weak

encoding protocol, which is confirmed to produce replicable

and consistent results each time.

Protocol

All methods described here have been approved

by the Danish National Authorities (License number:

2018-15-0201-01405) in accordance with Danish and EU

animal welfare legislations.

1. Experimental setup and preparation of distinct
contexts

1. Object location arena with context
 

NOTE: The setup below is demonstrated in an enclosed

soundproof box (Figure 1B) with the light source located

along the edges of the ceiling and the camera located at

the center of the ceiling of the box. The arena, 60 cm x 60

cm with walls that are 100-cm high (Figure 1B), is placed

inside the box and is fully isolated from the surrounding

room. All spatial cues are inside the arena. This simplifies

the process of creating distinct contexts. A similar level

of isolation from the surrounding room can be achieved

by enclosing a normal open-field arena with a uniform

curtain around the walls.

1. Obtain a square arena made of opaque, non-

porous hard plastic with a minimum 60-cm width

and a minimum of 50-cm height. Choose a color

for the floor contrasting with the color of the rat

for successful recording of rat movements by the

automated software (if applicable). Place the arena

either inside a box (Figure 1B) or on a platform that

is enclosed by a curtain.

2. To create a context, obtain a second layer of

insertable walls (e.g., wall covering made of the

same material as the arena, or plastic wallpaper

that can be easily cleaned) in different colors and/or

patterns (e.g., black, white, stripes, or dots). Insert

the second layer of walls in the arena such that they

are distinct from each other.

3. Obtain three-dimensional (3D) spatial cues (1-2 per

context) with dimensions varying between 10 cm x

10 cm x 5 cm and 20 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm (width

x length x height) and have (i) distinct geometric

shapes and (ii) colors that contrast the wall color.

Hang them on the walls high enough so that rats

cannot reach these cues.

4. Obtain different pairs of objects (as many as

the context number) that are non-porous, non-

chewable, and easy to clean. Aim to have distinct

geometric shapes and textures for each new object.

Choose objects that are between 5 to 15 cm in width

and height (avoid any higher objects). See Figure

1D for examples of four distinct objects (cones,

footballs, rectangular prisms, and triangular prisms).
 

NOTE: Each object should be of similar interest to

rats, so that the total exploration times for all objects

are comparable.

5. Find the best solution for attaching the objects on the

floor of the arena (e.g., using sticky mats, double-

sided tape, attaching a metal plate under the object

and a pairing magnet underneath the arena etc.).

https://www.jove.com
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6. When creating another context, re-create the walls

such that they contrast the distribution of color and

pattern of the walls from the previous context(s).

Use new 3D spatial cues that are different from, and

contrasting with, all previous cues. See Figure 1C

for examples of four distinct contexts.

7. Obtain a light source that will ensure a diffused

and equal illumination within the arena and that

has a dimmer option. Adjust the light intensity to

approximately 100-120 lux at the corners of the

arena after creating each context. Obtain a camera

and place it at the center of the ceiling of the box.

 

NOTE: The light intensity can be adjusted to a lower

level if automated scoring software is not being used.

2. Object bucket

1. Obtain a bucket (>50 cm in diameter). Do not choose

a square shape to avoid any resemblance to the

experimental arena. Fill it with bedding material.

2. Obtain 5-10 objects of different shapes and sizes

(different from the objects that are going to be used

in the experiment) and randomly place them all in

the bucket (Figure 1A).

https://www.jove.com
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Figure 1: The experimental setup, including four distinct contexts and objects. (A) The object bucket for object

habituation. (B) The experiment apparatus (left), enclosing the object location arena, the camera, and the light source. The

experimental box and arena before context setup (middle) and arena with context setup (right). (C) Four contexts (1-4) with

distinct wall colors and patterns, as well as three-dimensional spatial cues. (D) Four objects that are used in contexts 1-4,

respectively. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

3. Camera and tracking software (optional)

1. Obtain software that can be used to remotely control

the camera recorder and that can track rat noses.

Make the software adjustments for each specific

context and rat strain before each experiment.

4. Counterbalancing of object locations and experimental

groups

1. Prepare possible combinations of object locations

for encoding and test trials, and name these as

counters. Create the combinations such that they

cover all corners as object locations, and object

movement from adjacent to diagonal corners and

vice versa (Figure 2A).

2. Prepare a schedule for the specific experiment,

matching each rat in one experimental group

with a counter. Use each pair of the two paired

counters (Figure 2A) within one group, if there

are enough rats. Use the same set of counters

for both experimental groups in a single encoding/

https://www.jove.com
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test session (Figure 2B). Reassign counters for the

following sessions (i.e., each new context).
 

NOTE: Run the rats in a mixed order during

encoding/test sessions (e.g., do not run all rats in

one cage one after another; instead, rotate cages to

ensure a calm environment within a cage of more

than one rat).

3. When using two or more contexts to counterbalance

the experimental groups (e.g., 1-h memory versus

24-h memory groups), assign rats to each group,

and change the groups in the following contexts

(Figure 2B).

 

Figure 2: Representative counterbalancing methods. (A) Possible orientations of objects in the arena at encoding and

test trials are named as counters. Object 1 is always the moving object. Every two counters are counterbalanced such that

the location of the moving object changes. Each corner is occupied twice, and object 1 is moved from diagonal to adjacent

and vice versa for an equal number of times. (B) Example of encoding/test schedule for two counterbalanced sessions

(e.g., contexts 1 and 2). Rats are assigned to experimental conditions in context 1 (session X, left). A set of counter pairs

(i.e., 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8) are selected and assigned to each rat in one experimental group. The same set of counters

is assigned to rats in both experimental groups. In the following session in context 2 (session X+1; right), the rats in the

experimental groups are changed for counterbalancing, and a new set of counter pairs are assigned. The time at the

beginning of encoding and test trials should be noted. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

NOTE: All handling, habituation, and encoding/test sessions

in this protocol were optimized during the light phase of a

12-h light/dark cycle, and hence, it is recommended that

experiments be performed during the light phase.

https://www.jove.com
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2. Handling and habituation

1. Start handling rats beginning either from weaning (if the

rats are bred in the home facility) or 2-3 weeks before the

beginning of experiments (in the case that the rats are

ordered from an external facility, after allowing them to

acclimate for one week after arrival).

2. Spend at least 10-15 min on each cage of 4 rats for 2

or 3 days a week until the rats are comfortable being

touched and picked up by the experimenter. Adjust the

time allocated per cage depending on the number of rats

in a cage.
 

NOTE: It is important that all experimenters expecting to

work with the rats are present during handling.

3. In cases where handling begins at weaning, reduce

handling to a minimum (optional) once this level is

reached. If beginning 2-3 weeks before the experiments,

continue handling until the beginning of habituation

sessions.

4. Bring the rats in their cages to the experiment room

to habituate the rats to the transport as well as to the

experimental room. Allow rats to sit for at least 30 min

to give them time to calm down and habituate. After this

time, return the rats/cages to the housing room.
 

NOTE: Step 2.4 can be combined with handling

and repeated as many times as needed. Additional

habituation can be implemented at this step if the protocol

includes any further manipulations (e.g., handling for the

procedure of injections etc.).

5. Perform object habituation to habituate rats to interacting

with objects and to reduce general stress levels

stemming from the experience of new environments.

1. For session 1, bring all home cages to the

experiment room, and let the rats habituate to the

room and settle for at least 30 min. Put rats (2-4 rats)

from the same cage together in the bucket for 20

min. Clean the bucket by removing any fecal matter

between each group of rats. Repeat the procedure

for all cages. Put all rats in their home cages and

return to the housing room.

2. For session 2, on a separate day bring all cages to

the experiment room and leave for at least 30 min.

Put each rat individually in the bucket for 10 min.

Place the rat back into the home cage and clean the

bucket after each rat. Return all cages to the housing

room.

3. For session 3, repeat step 2.5.2 on a separate day.

6. If the experimental apparatus is an enclosed box (Figure

1B), opt to perform empty box habituation to habituate

the rats to the new experimental apparatus. In session

4, bring all cages to the experiment room and leave for

at least 30 min. Place rats from the same cage together

(2-4 rats) in the empty arena with no context or spatial

cues (Figure 1B, middle) for 20 min. Place all rats back

into the home cage, and wipe the arena with 70% ethanol

after each group of rats.
 

NOTE: Steps 2.5 and 2.6 should be performed in a single

week, preceding the context habituation week (step 2.7;

see Figure 3). A break for a couple of days during these

steps is acceptable. However, after starting step 2.7,

each step should be performed on consecutive days as

specified, until the end of test trial (step 2.9).

7. Perform context habituation to habituate rats to the

context and 3D cues, to reduce general stress levels and

to support the spatial learning of the environment.

https://www.jove.com
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1. Modify the empty arena to create the first context as

described in section 1.1, but do not put the objects

in the arena. Prepare the recording equipment.

2. For session 1, bring all cages to the experiment room

and leave for at least 30 min. Start the recorder if

doing this manually. Place the first rat in the center

of the arena, and allow the rat to explore the arena

for 10 min. Then, stop the recorder (if manual),and

place the rat back into the home cage. Wipe the

arena thoroughly with 70% ethanol after each rat,

and return all cages to the housing room when

finished.

3. For sessions 2 and 3, repeat step 2.7.2 for each

rat over two consecutive days such that there are 3

sessions of context habituation per rat in total.
 

NOTE: Consider shuffling the order in which rats go

into the arena, especially when dealing with a large

group. This avoids running specific rats repeatedly

at the same time of the day.

 

Figure 3: The design of the behavioral experiment including handling, habituation, and object location task

protocols. Rats should be handled regularly starting from few weeks prior to the habituation week. In week 0, object and

experimental box habituations are carried out over 4 sessions with at least 24-h intervals in between. In week 1, context

habituation is carried out over 3 consecutive sessions with 24-h intervals in between, followed by encoding and test trials.

There should be a minimum of 48 h and up to 1 week interval before proceeding with the following session (e.g., begin

habituation to the next context in week 2 or 3). Abbreviation: Hab., habituation. Please click here to view a larger version of

this figure.

8. Encoding trial (Session 4)
 

NOTE: In the case of pharmacological manipulations, a

reasonable time to administer an agent can be either

before or immediately after the encoding trial(s) and/

or before the test trial depending on the nature of the

pharmacological agent.

https://www.jove.com
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1. Bring all cages to the experiment room and leave

for at least 30 min. Using the schedule prepared

beforehand (Figure 2B), place the first identical pair

of objects in the designated locations (at 2 corners

and a distance of >10 cm from each respective

wall; an L-shaped piece of cardboard can be used

to maintain the same distance each time) by using

sticky mats or double-sided tape.

2. Start the recorder (if manual). Place the first rat in the

arena facing a wall or a corner that is not occupied

by any object (equal distance to each object).
 

NOTE: Follow the steps below for either weak or

strong encoding.

3. For weak encoding (1 trial), allow the rat to explore

the arena and objects for 20 min. Then, stop the

recorder (if manual), and place the rat back into the

home cage. Remove the objects, and wipe both the

objects and the arena thoroughly with 70% ethanol.

4. Repeat step 2.8.3 for all rats so that each rat

receives 1 encoding trial of 20 min.

5. For strong encoding (3 trials), allow the rat to

explore the arena and objects for 5 min. Then, stop

the recorder (if manual), and place the rat back into

the home cage. Do not remove the objects. Wipe the

arena and objects with 70% ethanol.

6. Repeat step 2.8.5 two more times with the same rat

such that there are 3 trials in total. Place the rat back

into the home cage when the time is up. Remove the

objects for thorough cleaning, and wipe the objects

and the arena with 70% ethanol.
 

NOTE: Inter-trial interval for a rat should be

approximately 1-2 min.

7. Repeat steps 2.8.5-2.8.6 for each rat.

8. If the delay time is shorter than 24 h, keep the

cages in the experiment room until the test trial.

If not, return all cages to the housing room when

completed.

9. Test trial (Session 4)
 

NOTE: The delay period should be counted from the

beginning of the encoding trial.

1. In case of a 24-h delay (or any delay that requires

the test trial to be performed the following day), bring

all cages to the experiment room, leaving sufficient

time ahead of the first test so that the rats can be left

for at least 30 min. According to the schedule, place

the objects in the designated locations (one of the

objects at a new location).

2. When it is time, start the recorder (if manual). Place

the first rat in the arena facing a wall or a corner that

is not occupied by any object (equal distance to each

object).

3. Allow the rat to explore the arena and objects for 5

min. Then, stop the recorder (if manual). Place the

rat back into the home cage. Remove the objects,

and wipe both the objects and the arena thoroughly

with 70% ethanol.

4. Repeat the steps 2.9.2-2.9.3 for each rat. Return all

cages back to the housing room.
 

NOTE: In each following encoding/test session,

start the habituation protocol from step 2.7 (context

habituation) after an interval of at least 48 h and up

to 1 week.

3. Data analysis

1. For each rat, score the exploration time for each object

in both the encoding and test trials by using software

https://www.jove.com
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designed for this purpose or using a manual setup. Score

encoding trials for the whole duration. Score test trials

for 2 min for best discrimination performance3 . If using

automated online software scoring, export the scoring

data from the software.

2. Count exploration time when the rat is in contact with the

object, sniffing the object or facing the object at a distance

less than 2 cm. Include climbing and sitting on the object

as exploration unless the attention of the rat appears to

be somewhere other than the object (e.g., looking away

from the object).

3. Calculate the total exploration time for both objects for

each rat. Consider excluding any rat that has a total

exploration time of less than 10 s in the test trial (for 2

min scoring) from this test, as it may reflect unreliable

exploration.

4. Calculate the percentage of exploration for each object

(equation 1)or the discrimination index (DI) for each rat

(equation 2), and calculate mean values for the groups.
 

 (1)
 

 

NOTE: If % exploration is 50% or DI is 0, it means that

the performance is at the chance level, and the rat has

no preference for either object. The mean percentage

exploration and DI during encoding trials should be

~50% or 0, respectively. Any rat showing a preference

higher than [mean ± (2 × SD)] for either object in the

encoding trial should be excluded from the analysis of

the respective test. This allows for reliable interpretation

of preference in the test trial as the memory of the

stable object location. This value can be calculated for

an individual test or for combined encoding data from

several tests.

5. Analyze the data by the method best fitting the

experimental setup. Use a one-sample t-test for detecting

a significant preference above the chance level.

6. While using more than one context with

counterbalancing, combine the results of the same

experimental condition across contexts.
 

NOTE: This will result in groups that consist of the

same rats, enabling within-subject comparison using a

paired t-test for two groups and using repeated measures

analysis of variance (ANOVA) for more than two groups.

Representative Results

Shown here are the representative results for both the

strong and weak encoding protocols described using male

tyrosine hydroxylase (Th)-Cre transgenic rats13  with Long-

Evans strain backcrossed four times to Lister Hooded strain

and wild-type Lister Hooded rats. Th-Cre transgenic rats were

used as this rat line will be used in future studies involving

optogenetics. Using each protocol, memory was tested with

delays of 1 and 24 h. Tests at 1 h demonstrate short-term

memory, while 24-h tests demonstrate long-term memory.

The exclusion value for encoding preference was calculated

as described in the protocol, using the combined data from

five tests (strong and weak encoding protocols) as [50.8% ±

(2×10.8%)]. Rats that had an encoding preference above and

below these values were excluded from the analyses of the

respective tests.

For strong encoding experiments, 16 rats were used, and

for weak encoding experiments, 19 rats were used. During

the strong encoding trials (3 × 5 min encoding; Figure 4A),

there was no significant preference for either object (52.0 ±

https://www.jove.com
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1.9%, n = 16, t15 = 1.1, p = 0.29; one-sample t-test versus

chance level). This strong encoding protocol led to preference

for the object at the novel location, as shown in terms of mean

percentage exploration, which was significantly higher than

the chance level (50%) in tests with both 1-h and 24-h delays

(1-h memory, 77.9 ± 2.4%, n = 8, t7 = 11.8, p < 0.001; 24-h

memory, 65.2 ± 5.3%, n = 8, t7 = 2.8, p = 0.025; one-sample t-

test versus chance level). There was no significant difference

between 1-h and 24-h memory (p = 0.056; unpaired Welch's

t-test).

During the weak encoding trials (20 min encoding; results

pooled from four contexts; Figure 4B), there was no

significant preference for either object (51.1  ± 1.0%, n = 66,

t65 = 1.2, p = 0.24; one-sample t-test versus chance level).

This weak encoding protocol produced a significant increase

in the preference for the object at the novel location compared

to chance level in tests with a 1-h delay, but not 24-h delay

(combined data from all four contexts; 1-h memory, 66.7 ±

2.0%, n = 32, t31 = 8.2, p < 0.001; 24-h memory, 49.6 ±

2.6%, n = 34, t33 = 0.16, p = 0.87; one-sample t-test versus

chance level). There was a significant difference between the

performance in tests with 1-h and 24-h delays (1-h memory:

n = 32, 24-h memory: n = 34, t61.5 = 5.2, p < 0.001; unpaired

Welch's t-test).

Memory at the group level was not observed in the 24-h delay

test as indexed by chance-level performance, but showed

individual variations. This higher variation for weak to no-

memory conditions (e.g., 24-h test) was commonly observed

due to more random exploration of the objects. Hence, it is

important not to interpret the performance of rats individually.

Instead, distribution of individual data points can be used

along with the group average as the reliable outcome of

the test. The stronger the encoding, the more uniform the

behavior of the rats becomes, and the fewer the number

of rats needed for reaching statistical significance, as can

be observed in Figure 4A for the strong encoding protocol.

In contrast, larger groups are needed for obtaining reliable

results for weak conditions (Figure 4B).

https://www.jove.com
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Figure 4: Memory performance after strong and weak encoding. (A) The strong encoding trial (3 × 5 min encoding)

followed by either 1-h or 24-h test trials. There was no significant preference for either object during encoding trials (n = 16).

The strong encoding produced significantly increased preference for the object at the novel location in the tests with both 1-

h and 24-h delays compared to chance level (1-h and 24-h memory: n = 8 in each group). There was no significant difference

between groups. (B) The weak encoding trial (20 min encoding) followed by either 1-h or 24-h test trials. There was no

significant preference for either object as a group during encoding trials (n = 66). The weak encoding produced significantly

increased preference for the object at the novel location in the test with a 1-h, but not 24-h delay, compared to chance level

(1-h memory: n = 32; 24-h memory: n = 34). There was a significant difference between the performance in tests with 1-h

and 24-h delays. The results were pooled from four contexts. Individual data points are presented as dots. All bars show the

percentage of exploration of the object at novel location as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001; one-sample t-test versus

chance level (50%, dashed line). ###p < 0.001; ns, not significant; unpaired Welch's t-test. Please click here to view a larger

version of this figure.

A significant advantage of this established protocol is that

it can be performed four times using four distinct contexts

(Figure 1C) with the same cohort of rats. The results

shown in Figure 5 demonstrate one possible way of using

counterbalancing with two experimental groups (1-h and 24-

h memory groups). The two groups were counterbalanced

over two contexts (contexts 1 and 2), and this was repeated

in two additional contexts (contexts 3 and 4; Figure 5A). The

results from the four contexts are presented individually in

Figure 5B,D, where the memory for each experimental group

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
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was assessed by comparing the preference to chance level

in each context (1-h memory: Context 1, 69.9 ± 3.6%, n =

9, t8 = 5.5, p < 0.001; Context 2, 65.6 ± 3.9%, n = 9, t8 =

4.0, p = 0.004; Context 3, 65.2 ± 3.8%, n = 7, t6 = 4.0, p =

0.007; Context 4, 65.3 ± 5.6%, n = 7, t6 = 2.7, p = 0.035; 24-

h memory: Context 1, 45.1 ± 6.4%, n = 9, t8 = 0.77, p = 0.46;

Context 2, 49.1 ± 4.9%, n = 9, t8 = 0.18, p = 0.86; Context 3,

57.2 ± 4.1%, n = 8, t7 = 1.7, p = 0.12; Context 4, 47.6 ± 4.7%,

n = 8, t7 = 0.52, p = 0.62; one-sample t-test versus chance

level).

In contexts 1, 2, and 4, between-subject comparison of the

groups revealed significant differences between 1-h and 24-h

memory (1-h memory versus 24-h memory: Context 1, t12.7

= 3.4, p = 0.005; Context 2, t15.2 = 2.6, p = 0.019; Context

3, t13.0 = 1.4, p = 0.17; Context 4, t12.2 = 2.4, p = 0.032;

unpaired Welch's t-test). For a better representation and

within-subject comparison of the data, the results from two

counterbalanced contexts were combined (Figure 5C,E). The

combined experimental groups were compared to chance

level individually again (Contexts 1 and 2 combined: 1-h

memory, 67.8 ± 2.6%, n = 18, t17 = 6.7, p < 0.001; 24-h

memory, 47.1 ± 3.9%, n = 18, t17 = 0.74, p = 0.47; Contexts

3 and 4 combined: 1-h memory, 65.3 ± 3.3%, n = 14, t13 =

4.7, p < 0.001; 24-h memory, 52.4 ± 3.2%, n = 16, t15 = 0.73,

p = 0.48; one-sample t-test versus chance level). Then, the

experimental groups were compared to each other.

In both context pairs, there were significant differences

between groups as revealed by within-subject comparisons

(1-h memory versus 24-h memory: Contexts 1 and 2

combined, t16 = 3.5, p = 0.003; Contexts 3 and 4 combined,

t13 = 2.4, p = 0.032; paired t-test). Comparable results

were obtained with wild-type Lister Hooded rats, too, in the

weak encoding protocol using contexts 1 and 4 for the two

counterbalanced sessions (data not shown). The replicability

and reliability of the results were validated by comparing each

data set using one-way ANOVA. No significant difference was

detected among the four contexts (1-h memory: F3,28 = 0.31,

p = 0.81; 24-h memory: F3,30 = 0.99, p = 0.41). Therefore,

the object location test can be repeated reliably with minimum

influence of repetitions, given that the instructions in this

protocol are followed.

https://www.jove.com
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Figure 5: Different ways of presenting and analyzing the results of the weak encoding protocol with two

experimental groups counterbalanced over two sessions. (A) The experimental design for counterbalancing with two

experimental groups (1-h and 24-h memory groups) over two sessions (contexts 1 and 2). The counterbalancing was

repeated in two additional sessions (contexts 3 and 4). (B and D) The results from each context and the experimental groups

were individually compared to chance level and to each other. In all four contexts, the preference for the object at the novel

location in tests with a 1-h delay was significantly increased compared to chance level [Context 1 and 2: n = 9 per group
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(B); Context 3 and 4: n = 7 per group (D)]. In 24-h delay tests, the preference for the object at the novel location did not

differ from chance (Context 1 and 2: n = 9 per group; Context 3 and 4: n = 8 per group). There was a significant difference

between the preferences of experimental groups in contexts 1, 2, and 4, but not context 3, as revealed by between-subject

comparison. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; one-sample t-test versus chance level (50%, dashed line). #p < 0.05; ##p

< 0.01; ns, not significant; unpaired Welch's t-test. (C and E) The results are presented after combining the experimental

groups from the two counterbalanced contexts [Contexts 1 and 2 combined, n = 17 per group (C); Contexts 3 and 4

combined, n = 14 per group (E)]. The preference for the object at the novel location was significantly increased compared to

chance level in tests with a 1-h, but not 24-h delay, in both context pairs. The within-subject comparison of the experimental

groups revealed significant differences between the preferences for the object at the novel location in tests with 1-h and 24-

h delays in both context pairs. ***p < 0.001; one-sample t-test versus chance level (50%, dashed line). #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01;

paired t-test. Individual data points are presented as dots. All bars show the percentage of exploration of the object at the

novel location as mean ± SEM. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

The object location task can be used in a variety of studies to

investigate spatial memory as described earlier. The flexibility

of the setup enables the modeling of short-term and long-

term memory of different strengths, and it can be easily

implemented at a low cost. However, as there are many

parameters in the protocol that can influence results, and

different studies vary slightly in these parameters6 , one might

face difficulties successfully implementing the task for the first

time. The above protocol is intended to guide readers through

this process smoothly. Further crucial steps that might be

significant in the successful implementation of the task with

high replicability will be discussed below.

Although the encoding/test session often is the focus when

running object location experiments, handling and habituation

protocols have a profound effect on the outcome of these

kind of behavioral tests where the outcome depends on

undisturbed natural rat behavior14,15 . As such, the steps

preceding the encoding/test session should be designed with

caution, as they can influence rat behavior and memory

and consequently, influence the end results. A good level of

handling and habituation such that rats become familiar with

the experimenter and the task will minimize the effect of stress

factors whilst increasing the likelihood of exhibiting natural

behavior8 . As mentioned in the protocol, handling can begin

as early as weaning of pups if the rat strain is maintained

in the home facility. Based on previous experience (data not

shown) and from that of several previous studies16,17 , this

early handling results in low anxiety and enhanced curiosity

in the months that follow.

As the object location task depends solely on the intrinsic

exploratory drive of the rats, expected behavior can be easily

hindered if rats are not eager to explore or reluctant to

approach novelty, which is referred as 'neophobic behavior'1 .

As such, it is highly recommended to include a thorough

handling and habituation protocol according to the specific

needs of the study. This protocol can be used as a

minimum requirement guide, and further steps can be

implemented (e.g., if the study is to include injections at a

later stage, habituation to injection procedures and specific

holding position are required). The strain and the age of

the experimental rats are two other influential factors and

https://www.jove.com
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should be considered before planning an experiment to

avoid suboptimal results. Different rat strains can have

different behaviors and baseline anxiety levels18,19 ,20  and

therefore, specific adjustment to the protocol may be required

depending on strain used.

This protocol is confirmed to work well with Th-Cre transgenic

rats with Long-Evans strain backcrossed four times to Lister

Hooded strain and wild-type Lister Hooded rats. A logically

ideal starting age for rats in behavioral experiments is

around 12 weeks20 , but inter-strain variability and the specific

requirements of the task should be accounted for. It could also

be possible to use developing rats if it is of interest for the

study, though adjustments to the protocol may be required

and are not covered here. However, it is important to consider

whether the rat at a given age has developed the cognitive

functions required to successfully perform this task. A study21

investigating this has reported that only the adolescent rats

at postnatal day 38 and not before, showed allocentric

spatial memory reflected in preference for object at the novel

location, as observed in adult rats. The protocol presented

here was successful using rats that were 15-16 weeks old at

the beginning of the first encoding/test session. Previously,

the same strong encoding protocol produced suboptimal

to negative results when using 23-week-old rats that had

not reached the optimal level of habituation due to lack of

handling and habituating at a young enough age. These rats

either failed to perform differently from chance level or in

fact, exhibited aversion towards novelty as observed in terms

of preference for the stable objects instead of the displaced

objects (data not shown). These results provide evidence

that the age and the timing of the handling habituation can

have an impact on the effectiveness of habituation and as a

result, contribute to the observation of anxious and neophobic

behavior in the tests.

Here, two different protocols are outlined, ensuring strong

or weak encoding in the object location task. During the

establishment of these protocols, it was observed that

interest in the objects declined after 5-10 min of exploration

during single long trials (e.g., 20 min encoding), and rats

eventually stopped exploring. This results in weaker memory

of the object locations. An encoding protocol that interleaves

encoding trials with short rest periods (e.g., 3 x 5 min

encoding) overcomes this and leads to high exploration

throughout the trials. Thus, the active exploration time and

the different layout of these two encoding protocols influences

the strength of the memory, which is stronger after 3

x 5 min encoding than after 20-min encoding protocols.

Similar results can also be achieved using slightly different

durations with single trial versus interleaved trial protocols,

and adjustments can be made to suit the needs of the study

and the rat strain.

As opposed to protocols using a plain white open field with

only external cues in the room, the protocol presented here

uses an arena with distinct contexts and intra-maze cues that

likely requires more time to learn. Hence, the addition of a

context habituation step in the protocol prior to the encoding

trial is recommended. This will allow rats to form a spatial

map of each context during habituation and decrease the

duration of the following encoding trial, as the rats will only

need to encode the locations of the objects in relation to

this map. Furthermore, context habituation will allow rats

to habituate to any possible distractor within each context,

such as the 3D spatial cues, minimizing behaviors other than

object exploration in the encoding/test session to follow. With

the implementation of a thorough counterbalancing method

https://www.jove.com
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consisting of several levels (i.e., a wide range of object

location combinations (counters) and direction of the object

displacement), unwanted preferences that may rise due to

variations in light intensity and wall colors/patterns at the

corners of the arena are minimized.

Several factors should be considered when repeating the

task to increase the replicability between encoding/test

sessions and minimize the influence of repetition. First,

distinct contexts (as many as the number of repetitions of

encoding/test sessions) need to be designed to avoid the

accumulation of spatial memory that might be caused by

performing the repeated sessions using the same context.

To achieve this, an apparatus with replaceable walls of

different colors and patterns was used (Figure 1B,C). The

distinct walls and 3D objects (such as toys or small everyday

items of distinct colors and shapes, see protocol and Figure

1C) hung on the walls are the spatial cues and landmarks

that the rats potentially use to learn object locations in

relation to their contexts. In the case that a test fails to

produce preference for the moved object, changing these

parameters of the context (wall design and spatial cues) can

be considered. Alternatively, a rectangular- or circular-shaped

arena can be used for object location tasks instead of a

square arena as in this protocol. Circular arenas are reported

to eliminate corner preferences22  that is often observed in

arenas with corners, and hence, it can be beneficial when

dealing with a particularly high-anxiety rat or mouse strain.

While the requirements of creating four distinct contexts in

this protocol works most optimally with a quadrangular shape,

a circular arena can also be made functional following some

adjustments.

Second, the intervals between each encoding/test session

should be determined such that rats retain the same level

of interest each time, while avoiding the risk of cumulative

learning resulting from a dense schedule of repetitions.

Usually, an interval of at least double the length of the delay

time between encoding and test trials is sufficient, with longer

intervals being more favorable for more than two repetitions.

This means, while a minimum of 48-h interval after a 24-h

test is sufficient for one or two repetitions, using a 1-week

interval is recommended for four repetitions. As the results

in Figure 5 and the comparison using ANOVA show, the

task can be successfully repeated four times. Based on this,

the established protocol can be used to counterbalance up

to four experimental conditions. The number of experimental

groups determines the number of repetitions of encoding/

trial sessions in distinct contexts. The results in Figure

5 represent one possible way of using the protocol with

two experimental groups. The groups were counterbalanced

in two sessions, and the same conditions were repeated

in two additional sessions (for validation purposes). The

second set of counterbalanced sessions could also be used

to counterbalance new conditions. Similarly, three or four

experimental conditions can be compared using three or four

counterbalanced sessions, respectively.

In these cases, the contexts should be designed to

accommodate contrasting characteristics described in the

protocol. It is noteworthy that the counterbalanced design

may not be suitable for experiments in which additional

manipulations, such as a pharmacological intervention that

might leave a long-lasting effect or damage, are to be

used. To maintain the effectiveness and replicability of the

tests, the experiment should be designed accordingly. The

data from repeated tests can be presented and analyzed

in several ways, as demonstrated in Figure 5. For an

initial analysis, the experimental groups in each context

can be individually compared to chance level using one-

https://www.jove.com
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sample t-test to determine any significant preference (Figure

5B,D). This can be helpful to get a quick understanding

of the data, but it ensures only an indirect comparison of

the groups. So, for comparing two or more groups, the

data should be analyzed using two-sample t-tests (paired

or unpaired) or ANOVA, respectively. This can be in the

form of between-subject comparison of the groups within a

single encoding/test session (Figure 4A and Figure 5B,D) or

within-subject comparison of the groups from two (or more)

counterbalanced contexts (Figure 5C,E). The latter method

is strongly recommended, especially when dealing with weak

memory conditions, which, as explained previously, results in

high variance due to randomness in behavior.

Combining the counterbalanced contexts leads to larger

groups that are required to reliably visualize the behavior

of the group with minimal variation. Using a protocol with

repetitions in counterbalanced sessions, one can expect a

decrease in the number of rats to around one third of the

number that would be required using a single test with the

same statistical power. Usually, sample sizes in a range of 7

to 15 rats (total) for counterbalanced sessions and in a range

of 20 to 50 rats (10 to 25 per group) for a single session with an

effect size and power both larger than 0.8 are sufficient. The

decrease in the number of animals needed and the increase

in the information we obtain from each animal using this

protocol both refines the study and serves the 3R principles

of ethical uses of animals in research. It is important at this

step to keep in mind that random rat behavior, which is not

accompanied with a strong memory, may result in individual

strong preferences both below and above chance, but the

group average should yield a preference not significantly

different from chance. Individual data should be interpreted

carefully. The distribution of individual data points within a

group can also be informative for interpreting results. As seen

in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the distribution changes depending

on the strength of the memory. Overall, the protocol presented

here can be followed easily to implement the object location

task with repetitions to model short-term and/or long-term

spatial memory. The simple and flexible training protocol and

the possibility of implementing further manipulations make

this task a popular choice. These modifications to the protocol

enable the investigation of particular steps such as memory

acquisition, consolidation, and recall.
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